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Happy Easter! During this month, I have been reminded over and over
again that we are free to celebrate the resurrection of Christ on Easter
and the rest of the year openly and without fear. I know that we are all
extremely busy, but my prayer is that we are never too busy to focus our
lives and the lives of those around us on Christ and what He did for us on
the cross. Without Jesus, we have no hope and no future. This Easter,
may we all focus our lives on Christ! 

UPCOMING EVENTS

April 2014

Project:Love Rally
On 4/16/14 from 6:00PM to 8:45PM
This is a statewide rally to emphasize the importance of walking in purity in all our relationships. This event
will be held at Quail Springs Baptist. http://skopos.org/discipleship/true-love-waits/ 

Camping Trip
On 4/25/14 at 5:00PM to 4/26/14 at 4:30PM
Let's go camping! Many of our youth have asked about going camping and this is their chance! We are
heading to Sulphur, OK and it only cost $5.

Falls Creek Planning Lunch
On 05/04/14 at 12:00PM
Any student who would like to help plan Falls Creek this year is invited to stay after church on May 4th.
Lunch will be provided.



Danger: Keep Away From Insidious Porn
By Doug Fields

I was walking through the Beatitudes with my 9th grade small group, and we came across the
dreaded passage from Matthew 5:28, "But I tell you that anyone who looks at a woman lustfully has
already committed adultery with her in his heart." After we talked about it a bit, I made what I thought
was a bold statement. I said, “I’m just going to assume that all of you guys are struggling with
pornography. If you’re not, that's great! But, I’m going to start with the assumption that it’s a
struggle for everyone. Let me know if it’s not a struggle.”

Every one of those guys admitted that pornography is a struggle in some way. Several made
commitments to have an accountability program (XXXchurch.com) installed on their computer. A few
even listed me as their accountability partner.

Pornography is insidious. Its lure is powerful and its addictive capacity is a bottomless pit. These
days, with porn just a mouse click away, there’s never been greater access to this destructive evil.
Everyone is vulnerable, from teens to parents to Christian leaders. One survey found that 87% of
men admit to using porn in the past month. Another study set out to research the affects of porn on
young men compared to those who had never viewed it. When researchers couldn’t find any young
men who had not viewed porn, the study was abandoned!

When I assumed all the guys were struggling, I had hoped I was wrong. I wasn't. Everyone is just
one mouse click away. This issue isn't going away. If we're not talking about it with our teenagers,
we're missing great opportunities to help them. I believe the tormented boys in my small group really
want to talk, they want help, they want freedom!

The Scriptures warn us (with good reason!) to flee immorality. No good thing will ever come to your
life—or your kids' lives—relationships, marriage, family, or ministry from exposure to pornography. 

If you or your kids haven’t been caught in porn’s snare, wonderful! Keep doing what you are doing
but know that everyone in your family is vulnerable. If you or your kids have been ensnared, let me
encourage (and challenge) you: it isn’t the unpardonable sin. Do your best to flee or help your kids
flee. God wants to help. Use accountability tools. Help is available. Get help. And let me tell you, as I
told the guys in my small group, I know you (and your family) can win this battle. I believe in you!

http://www.HomeWord.com


Making Your Home Safe and Secure Through A.W.E.

By Jim Burns

A home filled with generous amounts of affection, warmth, and encouragement
(A.W.E.) is a home that will be a safe and secure place to live. At almost every age,
children go through stages of testing your authority as well as trying out their
judgment and independence. While there's not much you can do to change how
your child tests your limits, you can change the ways you respond to your kids. As a
parent, you can develop this sense of affection, warmth, and encouragement with
your children by following these three principles:

1. Show Lots of Affection. Kids need a lot of appropriate and loving touch. If they
don't receive it from their parents, as they get older, they may try to find a false
sense of love through inappropriate forms of affection. Even if your parents didn't
show lots of affection to you, get past it and be the transitional generation who
brings affection to your children.

2. Fill Your Home with Warmth. At times, all relationships experience at least some
low-level anger and frustration. Let's face it, when one imperfect person marries
another imperfect person and then they have imperfect children, life is bound to get
messy at times. However, homes that thrive are homes where someone rises
above the conflict and intentionally creates a warm environment that is inviting and
accepting. This doesn't mean you repress or ignore the issues in your family. But
attitude is everything. How you respond to your children and to situations does
make a difference.

3. Provide Tons of Encouragement. A home filled with tension, criticism, and
negativity shuts down intimacy and closes your child's spirit. A home filled with
affirmation and encouragement opens their spirit and helps them thrive. When
parents find reasons to encourage their children daily, kids will have a better
self-image and become more confident. The home ought to be the one place your
kids feel truly affirmed, safe and secure.

http://www.HomeWord.com


Now What? Reading Between the Lines of Current Research

By Jim Liebelt

Violent Video Games Linked to Aggression and Delayed Moral Judgment

Two recent studies have found associations between kids who spend lots of time playing violent
video games and increased aggressive thoughts/behaviors as well as an inhibited ability to make
moral judgments.

In a Canadian study, researchers found that kids who played violent games for three hours or longer
per day delayed the gamer’s development in the ability to tell the difference between right and
wrong. The researchers, adding a note of caution about the study’s findings, suggested that the
delay in moral reasoning might be caused by the amount of time spent in game play that restricts
gamers’ social experiences in real life.

In another study, published in the journal JAMA Pediatrics, researchers found over a three-year
period that kids who habitually played violent video games were more likely to engage in aggressive
behavior, experience aggressive fantasies, and to attribute hostile motives to others. According to
the study, violent gaming “basically changes a child’s or adolescent’s personality in some sense,
so that they start to see their world in a more aggressive way.” 

Now What?
It’s likely that sooner or later your teen will play violent video games. Have you created any
boundaries for your kids in this area? If not, it’s a good idea to discuss the issue with your teen and
establish clear expectations.
If your teen is a heavy violent game user, do you observe a pattern of increasing aggressive
thoughts or behaviors in your teen? Does your teen demonstrate a healthy ability to tell right from
wrong? If you see a negative pattern emerging, don’t ignore it. Deal with it.
One of the best strategies to prevent you teen from being affected by video games (violent or
otherwise) is to manage and monitor game use. Make sure you establish an overall gaming strategy
with your kids to include types of games allowed in your home, time allowed gaming, and breaks
between gaming sessions).
Encourage and model regular interpersonal relationships exist outside of gaming settings.
Encourage (and facilitate, if necessary) non-video gaming recreation as a part of your teen’s
lifestyle.

http://www.HomeWord.com


Digital Self-Harm – A Cry for Help
By HomeWord.com

Digital Self-Harm. Don’t be surprised if you’ve never heard this phrase before. It’s a recently
identified condition. It’s not a particularly widespread phenomenon but one, nevertheless, that is
serious and worth understanding.

We are likely aware of the seriousness of bullying and particularly of cyber-bullying these days.
Online cruelty, put-downs, and threats are the arena for cyber-bullying and we are aware of the ease
at which social media can spread the messages far and wide.

You may have seen horror stories of kids who have been mercilessly bullied via social media and of
tragedies when some kids have chosen to end their own lives as a result. Media outlets often flock
to these types of stories and it’s not uncommon for these to attack technology as the culprit.

But, what if it actually turns out that the teen is the originator of her or his cyber-bullying? This is
what is known as Digital Self-Harm. It happens more than you might realize.

In 2012, the Massachusetts Aggression Reduction Center published a report about digital self-harm.
Part of the research included a survey of 617 students on the prevalence of self-cyber-bullying
among them. Ten percent of the students reported they had digitally self-harmed.

But why would a teenager engage in digital self-harm? Given the recent identification of the
behavior, more research is needed to accurately determine the motivation behind digital self-harm.
Yet it seems reasonable to surmise that digital self-harm is at least somewhat akin to physical
self-harm: A means to respond to the emotional pain a teen is suffering in his or her life and often –
a cry for help. Teens might digitally self-harm…
• as an expression of one’s poor self-image.
• as a means to assess how others’ view her or him.
• as a means to assess whether peers will defend her or him when cruel or threatening posts
appear.

What Parents Can Do…
• Above all, if your child has told you that he or she is being bullied via social media, don’t hesitate
to initiate a thorough investigation. Attempt to identify the origin of the cyber-bullying.
• If you find that your child has self-harmed digitally, see it as your child’s cry for help and take
immediate steps to help.

http://www.HomeWord.com


What Was My Kid Thinking?
By Jim Burns

If you’ve never said it out loud, I’m sure you’ve at least thought it: “What was my kid thinking?”
It’s a common question for many parents who live with adolescents in their homes. Typically, the
question comes in response to some puzzling or irresponsible action on the part of the teenager.

You can partially blame this on the teen brain. Honestly. Blame the brain. If your teenager has at
times made really poor choices, it is partly because the brain won’t fully develop until your son or
daughter hits their mid-twenties.

On the outside, teens appear to be nearly grown up. But a vital part of the teen brain that plays
critical roles in assessing risks, understanding consequences, and decision-making functions more
like a child than an adult. The prefrontal cortex is partly responsible for self-control, judgment,
emotional regulation, organization, and event planning. But just like everything else about
teenagers, their brains are works in progress.

Your teen’s brain is in the process of rewiring itself. It’s busy weeding out unneeded connections
so that it can operate efficiently and maturely. Further, while the parts of the brain responsible for
sensation seeking are getting turned on in big ways, the prefrontal cortex lags behind in maturity.
Talk about bad timing! This means that the teen brain appears to be wired for risk-taking!

Knowing what’s going on in the teen brain can lead some parents to shelter their kids and pull back
from allowing their kids to make decisions, fearing the potentially life-altering consequences of
making poor decisions. Believe me, I understand the impulse, as teen brain science isn’t
particularly comforting to parents.

But here’s a part of the brain science that helps me move beyond the fear: Kids must have
opportunities to exercise their brains and make decisions so that the parts of the prefrontal cortex
that regulate judgment, self-control, and assess risk and consequences can mature to adulthood!

So I vote for helping your teen’s brain to mature now by allowing him or her to make
age-appropriate decisions while you can still provide encouragement, coaching, and a measure of
safety. Your teen is going to make some poor choices along the way, and you may still wonder,
“What was my kid thinking?” But at least now you’ll have some clues.

http://www.HomeWord.com

